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INTRODUCTION 
In the Hardy space JP, an inner function is a function which almost every- 
where is of modulus one, and an outer function is a function f(z) such that the 
functions z’lf(z), n > 0, span Z2. The classical inner-outer factorization 
theorem (see [6, p. 631) asserts that every LX? function can be factored as a 
product of an inner function and an outer function. 
A related problem is the following one: Which P functions f (on the circle) 
can be written as f = 1 g I2 where g E X 2? This is equivalent to asking which 
LP functions f can be factored f = hg, where i h j ---= 1 a.e. and g is an outer 
function in X2. The answer (see [6, p. 531) is that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for f to be “factorable” is that Slog If(&)1 dt > --. 
Of course the basic connection between factorization of functions and opera- 
tors is that bounded analytic functions (functions in Z”)-correspond to operators 
that commute with the simple unilateral shift on &‘a whereas gE functions 
correspond to operators commuting with the bilateral shift on 9. (See Brown 
and Halmos [2], for example.) 
Our effort has been to find the most natural operator-theory setting for the 
classical theorems above. Numerous (almost countless) generalizations of these 
theorems exist, most having to do with factoring operator-valued functions. 
Factoring operator-valued functions is equivalent to factoring operators that 
commute with a unilateral or bilateral shift of multiplicity greater than one. 
Helson [5, Chap. 111, gives rather complete references on this work. Others 
(Devinatz and Shinbrot [3] and Arveson [I]) abstract or alter the notions of 
“inner” and “outer” to the extent that the resulting generalized inner-outer 
factorizations no longer contain the original theorems as a special case. 
Theorem 2 below is a somewhat surprising extension of the classical inner- 
outer fatorization for analytic functions. This theorem replaces the simple 
unilateral shift by any isometry whatsoever. 
Theorem 3 is an extension of the factorization theorem for log-integrable 
functions as a modulus one function times an outer analytic function. 
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Most previous extensions of this theorem replace the “log-integrable” 
hypothesis by a condition that fails to be both necessary and sufficient for 
factorization, or else by a condition that is almost hopelessly complicated. The 
“finite multiplicity” theorems such as [5, Theorem 181 are an exception. Our 
condition (the existence of the invertible operator D of Theorem 3) is sufficient 
but in general not necessary. The condition is necessary in the classical case 
where U is the bilateral shift on 92 and &’ = X2, in which case Theorem 3 
reduces to the classical theorem. We strongly conjecture (Theorem 4) that finite 
multiplicity of the unilatery operator U is the key to the necessity of this condi- 
tion. 
Notation and Terminology. All operators are assumed bounded. The inner 
product of the underlying Hilbert space is denoted (., .>. The closure of a 
linear manifold S is denoted S-, and the restriction of an operator T to S is 
denoted T 1 S. By a “unilateral shift” we always mean a “forward” shift, i.e., 
an isometry with no unitary part. The multiplicity of a unilateral shift is the 
dimension of the co-kernel. Spaces of functions 8 and X are always on the 
unit circle. Finally, a partial isometry is simply an operator that is isometric 
(norm-preserving) on its “initial space,” the orthogonal complement of its 
kernel. 
THE FACTORIZATION THEOREMS 
Theorem 1 below first appeared in [8, p. 1381. B. J. Pettis suggested at the 
time that the requirement that A be invertible is too strong. Of course some 
requirement on A is necessary in light of the factorization theorem cited in the 
Introduction. Theorem 1 is included here because it motivated this research 
and is instrumental in the proof of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 1. Let U be unitary on X and .@ be an invariant subspace for CT. 
Let A be an invertible operator that commutes with Cl. Then A can be factored as 
A = WB 
where 
(i) W and B commute with U, 
(ii) W is unitary, and 
(iii) B maps 2 onto 2. 
Taking U to be the simple bilateral shift and c%? = XL, Theorem 1 says that 
any LZ~ function that is bounded away from zero can be factored as a modulus 
one function times an outer Z2 function. 
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Taking V to be the simple unilateral shift on fl in Theorem 2, one obtains 
the inner-outer factorization for bounded analytic functions. Rosenblum [9] 
proved Theorem 2 in case I’ is a unilateral shift of arbitrary multiplicity. The 
method used was to first characterize the invariant subspaces of a unilateral 
shift as ranges of commuting partial isometries. For an isometry, not all invariant 
subspaces are generally of this type. 
THEOREM 2. Let V be an isometry on Z and A an operator that commutes 
with V. Then A can be factored as 
A == WB 
where 
(i) W and B commute with I’, 
(ii) W is a partial isometry with initial space equal to (BS)-, and 
(iii) (BY?‘)- reduces V. 
Proof. The subspace N = (AS)- . is invariant for V, and V 1 N is an 
isometry. It is well known that every isometry decomposes into the direct sum of 
a unilateral shift and a unitary operator. Thus 
A? =Sff~@#~ 
where ZU and Xs reduces V, I’ j Y& is unitary, and V 1 Xs is a shift. Similarly 
JV- =Jv;@Ns 
where NU and Ju;. reduce V j “,K Also 
Ju;= fi VI”&-_c fi vn3ff=iru. 
n=o T&=0 
Finally, let V* and Vd,- be the space of “constants” in Ys and Ns , respectively, 
i.e., 
It is necessary to know that dim %5-r < dim e& . (If ZU = (0) this is true 
for every invariant subspace JV, i.e., the dimensions of any “wandering” 
subspace is less than or equal to the multiplicity of V. The proof by Halperin [IO, 
p. 1181, is widely referenced. For I’ an isometry this fact is no longer true for 
invariant subspaces in general, but it is true for a subspace which is the range 
of a commuting operator as we show.) 
Let P be the orthogonal projection of &’ onto V-e-. We show that PA%?2 
is dense in Vx , i.e., that the mapping PA: Vs + %?A< has a dense range, from 
which it follows that dim VW,. < dim Vs. 
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Clearly eM = (PAX)-. Since 2 = %‘# @ V&, we need only show 
PA(VX) = {O>. But PAVE = PVAX and VA&‘ C_ VM which is orthogonal 
tO%x. It follows that %M = (PA’%&)-. 
We now turn to the construction of the operators B and W. Recall that 
Jv; C ZU. Let W act on 2” by orthogonally projecting ZU onto JvU. On 
%& we let W be any partial isometry mapping %?p onto %x . (The existence 
of such a partial isometry clearly depends only on the fact that dim Vx < 
dim VP .) Then W extends uniquely to Z” in such a way that WVnf = VnWj 
for all f E V, and n b 0. Finally extend W by linearity to # = ZU @ %s . 
It is not difficult now to check that W is a partial isometry on 8. Also lV com- 
mutes with V on tiU and on 9 and hence on X. Note that the range of W 
contains the range of rZ and that the initial space of W is the orthogonal 
direct sum of Jv;: and a subspace of X’ that reduces V. But since V.&u =z .&, , 
JvU also reduces V and thus the initial space of W is reducing for V. 
Now we can define B simply by B = W*A. Since WW” is the orthogonal 
projection onto the range of W (which includes the range of A), WB = WW*A = 
A. For B to commute with V requires that BVy := VBf for allf, i.e., W*izVf == 
VW*Af. Since VA = AV the last equation can be written W*VAj - VW*Aj. 
So we must check that V and W* commute on the range of A. Recalling that 
the range of A is contained in the range of HJ, if f is in the range of A we can 
write f = Wg where g is in the initial space of W. And since the initial space of W 
reduces V, we have 
w*vj = w*vwg = w*wvg = vg = vw*wg = vw*j. 
So B commutes with V. 
It remains to show that the closed range of B is the initial space of W. To do 
this we first check that WZ z (AZ)-. In fact (A&‘)- = Jvu @ Jv;. , and by 
definition of W, WY& C J+$ and W&$2 Jv; . So AX C WX C (A.X-. Since 
WZ is closed (because W is a partial isometry), WZ = (AZ)-. And finally 
the initial space of W is (BY@ since (BY@ = (W*AZ)- = W*(AZ)- = 
W*WZ, the latter being the initial space of W. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Let 4 E La and consider the operator A on L2 defined by A: j- +f. If 4 is 
factoriable as + = hg where h is modulus one and g is outer in XL, then the 
mapping %Z: f ---f h-‘f is an invertible operator on L2 mapping the range of AX” 
back into s2. The converse is also true, i.e., 5, is factorable if and only ;f such 
an invertible operator %? commuting with the bilateral shift exists. So in Theo- 
rem 3 below if U is the bilateral shift and .X = XL, then the existence of %’ 
in the theorem is necessary and sufficient for the factorization of A. Following 
Theorem 3 is an example that indicates that the existence of % is not in general 
necessary, and a theorem that indicates when the existence of such an invertible 
commuting operator is necessary. 
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THEOREM 3. Let U be unitary on a Hilbert space X and Z be an invariant 
subspace for U. Let A be an operator that commutes with U. Let D be an invertible 
operator that commutes with l? and maps AS into X. 
Then A can be factored 
-4 == WB 
where 
(i) W and B commute with U, 
(ii) B maps SF into S, and furthermore (BY?- is a reducing subspace for 
the isometry on s’? which is U I Z, 
(iii) W is a partial isometry with initial space equal to (BX)-, and 
(iv) W 1 2 is a partial isometry of 2 into .%C with initial space equal to 
(BS)-. 
Proof. Since D is invertible it follows from Theorem 1 (replacing A in 
Theorem 1 by D and 8 by (AZ)-) that 
D = W,B,, 
where WI and B, commute with U,(AZ)- = (AS)-, and W, is unitary. So 
then 
D(A%‘)- = W,B,(A%)- = WI(AX)- C &‘, 
i.e., WIA maps X into 2. We apply Theorem 2 to W,A 1 s+? taking V in 
Theorem 2 to be U 1 2, thus obtaining 
W,A 1 SF = W,B, , 
where W, and B, are operators on &? that commute with U / &‘, (B,X)- 
reduces U 1 &‘, and W, is a partial isometry on 2 with initial space (B,&‘)-. 
Now let X0 be the smallest reducing subspace for U that contains z?, i.e., 
tiO = V U-nX (n 3 0). Then W, and B, extend uniquely to operators (still 
denoted W, and B2) on X0 that commute with U on X0. The extensions are 
defined bv 
W,lPf = u-nw2f, 
and 
BJPf = iPLB, f forf EX. 
We next investigate properties of W, and B, as operators on L%$. 
(1) (B2Xo)- = V Un(B,&‘-. Th’ f 11 IS o ows from the manner in which B, 
was extended to So. As a consequence of this, note that (B,&$- reduces U. 
(2) The operator W, is a partial isometry on tiO with initial space equal 
to (B,Xo)- and kernel equal to V CP(Ker W, 1 3Eo) (tz > 0). To prove this, 
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note first that C’&’ C X implies H C 7,-l% C U-a% C *** . Also if f E X and 
f E Ker W, , then U-‘~E Ker W, , and so V Vn(Ker W, 1 SF’) C Ker W, . Now 
if f E 2’ and f 1 Ker W, , then since W, is a partial isometry on X, 
This implies that V U-“(BX’- is contained in the initial space of W, . 
It suffices now to observe that 
Af,, == V U-“(BZ)- @ V U-n(Ker IV2 I#) 
to see that W, is partially isometric on X0 since we already know that W, is 
isometric on the left summand and zero on the right. This equation is clear 
since anything orthogonal to both summands would have to be orthogonal to 
CpnX for all n 3 0 and hence orthogonal to tiO . 
(3) Finally, W,A and W,B agree on Ha . The reason is that since W,A 
maps .X into X and commutes with U it follows that W,A maps U-“X into 
U-“# for n > 0, and thus WIAXo C 2”. Furthermore, since W,A and W,B, 
both commute with U on &$ and agree on X, they must agree on #a . (The 
space on which they agree would reduce 77, and #a is the smallest reducing 
subspace containing 2.) 
Let I1 now be the operator defined on % as follows: On Ho let /; = 
W;‘W, . (Recall that IV, is unitary on K.) On X0’ let Jr equal zero. Since 
Af = W-lW,B,f for f E so , since the initial space of W, is (B,Xo)-, and since 
the range of Jr is closed because Ji is a partial isometry, it follows that JiX -= 
(A%$-. In addition let P be the orthogonal projection onto (ASo)- and 
Q = Z - P. Notice that QA&$ = (0) and QA commutes with ZY;‘. 
Let QA = J,R be the polar factorization of QA, so Ja and R are operators on 
-X, Ja is a partial isometry with initial space equal to (RX)-, and R is self- 
adjoint. Also Jz and R commute with U. (Operators that commute with U 
form a w*-algebra. Polar factors of such operators remain in the w*-algebra.) 
Note that (RX)- reduces U. (The range of any commuting operator reduces U.) 
Clearly the range of J2 is contained in (dXO)-. 
Finally we are ready to define the operators Wand B appearing in the state- 
ment of the theorem. First we define B. Simply let 
Bf = Bzf forffz Y&, 
Bf = Rf forf I %, 
Extend B by linearity to ~$7. Then B commutes with 17 because B, and R 
commute with U on X0 and &al, respectively. And since UB = BU, the 
closure of the range of B is a reducing subspace for U. 
Since QAXo = (0) the range of R is orthogonal to flO. This implies that 
(BX-- mm (B,@,)- 8 [R(%+)]m~ == (B,&- @ (RX) . 
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The partial isometry W is defined by W I=-- Jr + J? . Both Jr and J2 arc 
partial isometries, the initial space of Jr is in PO, the initial space of Ja is in 
s’$~, the range of Jr is contained in (A&$, and the range of Ja is contained 
in (A@,)-. This suffices to make W a partial isometry with initial space equal 
to the direct sum of the initial spaces of Jr and Jz , i.e., the initial space of W is 
(B&q @ (PAT- == (BY.-. 
All that remains is to note that W commutes with U since Jr and /? do, and that 
A = (P + Q) A = PA t QA = JI J2*PA + J2R, 
= (II+ Jz) (J,*PA4 + R) = WB. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
It should be noted that Theorem 3 contains Theorems 1 and 2 as special 
cases. Given that A is invertible as in Theorem 1, take D = A-’ in Theorem 3 
to obtain Theorem 1. To obtain Theorem 2 from Theorem 3 we need only 
“lift” A and T- of Theorem 2 to the space of the minimal unitary extension of 1’ 
and then take D to be the identity operator on this larger space. 
It is also worth noting that in each of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 we have A*A = 
B*B. Thus each of these theorems give necessary conditions that the modulus 
of an operator in a certain class is the same as the modulus of some operator in a 
smaller class. The precise statement of each of the three corollaries obtained is 
left to the reader. 
As mentioned before Theorem 3, the existence of the invertible commuting 
operator D is not always necessary in order that the conclusion hold. A simple 
example of such is the following: Take U to be the identity operator on 3Eaz 
and -4 to be S” where S is the unilateral shift. Let Y? of Theorem 3 be the 
subspace (f E sP: f(0) = O}. Th en A is factorable as in Theorem 3; simply 
let W = -4 and B = I. On the other hand it is clear that no operator D as in 
Theorem 3 exists since AS? = 2s. Other examples are also easy to construct. 
For example the condition is no longer necessary if U is a bilateral shift of 
infinite multiplicity. In fact the multiplicity of U (Halmos [4, Chap. 31) seems 
to be the critical factor. 
THEOREM 4. Given U and A as in Theorem 3, and assuming lJ has jinite 
spectral multiplicity, then A is factorable as in Theorem 3 if and only if there is an 
invertible operator D commuting with U and mapping AX into 2. 
Proof. iZssume A is factorable A = WB as in Theorem 3. Recall property 
(iv): W / 2 is a partial isometry of Z into .X with initial space equal to (BX)-. 
It follows that range (W / Z) = (A&‘-. Thus W 1 (BP)- is an isometry of 
(BL%‘)- onto (-&‘P’-. Let D be defined first from (AX)- onto (BY@ as the 
inverse of this isometry. Since W commutes with U, so does D. D already maps 
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A&f into Z, so it surely suffices to extend D to a unitary operator on .X which 
commutes with U. 
Let us interpret D as an operator implementing a unitary equivalence between 
U 1 (A%)- and U 1 (I%#‘-. Let ~2, (resp., &9,,) be the smallest U-reducing 
subspaces of X containing (AS)- (resp., (BX)-). Then U ~ $$, is unitarily 
equivalent to U j 2&, and D extends uniquely to an operator implementing that 
equivalence. (Checking this involves writing S& = V U-“(A&?)-, and similarly 
for .!%a .) 
If p is any measure then p-multiplicity of U ) Cd0 = p-multiplicit!- of C; j B,, . 
Thus (using finite multiplicity) p-multiplicity of U 1 &” =~= p-multiplicity of 
15’ / X - p-multiplicity of U 1 2& = p-multiplicity of U / X - p-multiplicity 
of U j 93” = p-multiplicity of U / .!ZO I. Hence U / ~2’~” is unitarily equivalent to 
U 1 BOL. Extend D on &cL onto gOl to be any unitary operator implementing 
this equivalence. Extending by linearity, D has thus been satisfactorily defined 
on all of 3”. 
Note added in proof. Theorem 2 above has appeared as Theorem 3 in the paper [7] 
by Moore, Rosenblum, and Rovnyak. Our Theorem 3 should be compared to Theorem 4 
of [7]. Neither theorem seems to imply the other though the hypotheses are somewhat 
similar. 
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